
For me, life at Quinnox is more than a job. 
I am investing my time, my knowledge and 

expertise in a company that is truly investing in me



Before Quinnox happened, I was sort of ambivalent about my next career choice. However, as faith would 
have it, Quinnox came into the picture in all its glory and that’s when I started sensing my purpose. From then 
onwards, it has been a fantastic journey that has allowed me to recalibrate, reinvigorate, relearn and immerse 
into a work culture that constantly strives to improve their processes and find ways to safeguard the interests 
of all stakeholders involved. 

Every interaction with customers gave me a front-row seat to understand and solve their problems. Every 
team member along with the senior leadership shared the same passion to make a di�erence to the customers 
we serve. The quest to remain honest to our clients and stay relevant at all times, had me closely engage with 
the best and brightest of Quinnoxites in the pursuit of delivering value.



So what do I really love about my job at Quinnox? My answer to this question is pretty simple, 
• the gratification of working with extremely talented yet humble people
• the freedom to create a way of working that works best for me and my clients
• a humane, sensitive and nurturing leadership team that has always stood by the team in every crisis
• the opportunity to pursue your passion and give back to the society through impactful corporate social   
 initiatives like improving primary education in rural India by setting up schools to name a few

For me, these are reasons enough to call out Quinnox as one of the finest places to work.

In addition, a work culture built on the principles of integrity, teamwork, innovation and respect makes 
Quinnox a remarkable employer. The possibilities of learning never stop here and so does the opportunity to 
innovate and move ahead. It’s been almost 19 years of personal and professional growth with the Quinnox 
family, and yet I say this with great resolve, we are hungry like a startup and one crazy family of dreamers and 
doers who want to solve problems and create opportunities. For me, this is more than a job. I am investing my 
time, my knowledge and expertise in a company that is truly investing in me.



To know more about life and exciting career opportunities at Quinnox,
write to us at: careers@quinnox.com | Visit: https://www.quinnox.com/career/

#HUMANSOFQUINNOX


